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Relationships License to Parent 1/1/2022 / 5:31 AM 0:01:00

We hear a lot today about not being over-protective parents, and  that natural 

consequences are the best teachers. However, there are times when we simply 

cannot be protective enough. Wouldn't we take car keys away from a drunk? 

Like the drunk, a teenager’s executive brain function isn’t optimal. It’s still years 

away from being fully developed. I’m all about natural consequences. But some 

consequences are too great a risk when an ounce of prevention can be worth a 

pound of cure. 

Relationships License to Parent 1/5/2022 / 4:10 PM 0:01:00

It’s been said that fear isn’t the best motivator. However, like shame, it can still 

be a motivator. The Bible says that the fear of the Lord is the beginning of 

knowledge and the beginning of wisdom. Fear is just the beginning of these 

things. It’s not the whole and it is certainly not the end. Our kids need love, 

training, encouragement, a secure environment to foster emotional health. But 

a healthy fear of us may be just the thing that keeps our kids from a dangerous 

or evil deed. 

Relationships License to Parent 1/12/2022 / 4:10 PM 0:01:00

I was watching television when a man quoted wise sayings of his father, who 

had only a third-grade education. Here are just a few of those saying: “How you 

do anything is how you should do everything.” “It’s never wrong to do the right 

thing.” “Make sure your servant’s towel is bigger than your ego.” “You haven’t 

lost hope, just perspective. How can you lose what God gave you?” There are 

people with PhDs who could learn from this gentleman. They could help bring 

encouragement, contentment, success, and value to their students.”

Relationships License to Parent 1/21/2022 /  7:41 AM 0:01:00

What is Reality?  A common misconception is that science trumps religion 

because science has reality on its side. However, science only has physical 

reality on its side. Things like love, hate, intentions, or ideas are all just as real 

as anything we can prove physically. For example, every physical creation had 

to first be someone’s idea, right? So like God himself, we have overwhelming 

evidence for the reality of the metaphysical also. 
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Relationships License to Parent 2/2/2022 /  4:10 PM 0:01:00

What do you feel about God? Feelings can lead to false views of God. We live in 

a time where feelings are considered the final arbiters of truth. Anything 

causing discomfort isn’t received very well anymore. There is nothing evil or 

unloving about a God who can be angered. Psalm 7:11 is one of many verses 

that speak to this truth. It says, “God is a righteous judge, a God who expresses 

his wrath every day.” We do no one any favors when we fail to acknowledge 

this attribute of God. 

Relationships License to Parent 2/11/2022 / 7:46 AM 0:01:00

There’s some concern that besides being tech wizards, today’s kids aren’t 

handy at much else. I’m not saying to urge your children towards a vocation 

they don’t like, but it’s ok to make your kids build or fix things around the house 

once in a while. Show them how to use a hammer, a screwdriver or a wrench, 

and then let them go to town. You’re equipping them with basic do-it-yourself 

skills. Who knows, they may even enjoy it. 

Relationships Real Family Life - Dennis Rainey 2/16/2022 /   2:06 PM 0:01:30

Do your children have a realistic view of alcohol abuse? He took two of his 

teenagers with him to an Alcoholics Anonymous meeting. They heard people 

give testimonies, often in tears, about how alcohol had destroyed their lives 

and how much they needed God to release them from their addiction. An 

indelible image was etched in his children's minds. Drinking is often portrayed 

as fun and glamorous.  Our children need to develop an accurate picture of 

what alcohol abuse can do to a life. 

Relationships Real Family Life - Dennis Rainey 2/23/2022 /  2:07 PM 0:01:30

It’s easy for a teen’s schedule to get out of control. There’s an exercise that you 

can do to help your child realize that too much activity is a problem. Start by 

having your child hold a table knife with some kernels of corn on the blade and 

ask him to balance it. Than have him keep it in place and start writing a note 

with the other hand. Begin adding other activities until your child can’t handle 

them all at once. After you’ve both had a good laugh, talk about how the 

exercise relates to a life that’s too busy. Parents are responsible to keep a 

watchful eye on their schedule and to help them maintain balance.

Relationships License to Parent 3/2/2022 /  7:10 AM 0:01:00

Should what you teach your kids about America focus on divisions we see now 

and  America’s worst? Or do we judge by the heart of what America’s always 

been? Our kids need to know the whole truth. Certainly, we’ve made mistakes. 

The fact that America recognizes her mistakes and works to make them right 

should tell all of us something very profound about this country. It’s why folks 

from other countries flood our borders. Bob Woodson, a black man, said 

“America is a country of redemption.”



Relationships  Real Family Life - Dennis Rainey 3/10/2022 /  2:06 PM 0:01:30

When people look at your marriage, are they seeing the love of God? I took a 

picture one day, of mountains from the edge of a lake. The water was perfectly 

still and it acted like a mirror. When I look at that picture, I think of God’s 

purpose for marriage:  to mirror God’s image. A successful Christian marriage 

provides a vivid model of God’s love and His character.  Protect it from sin that 

can distort the image of God. The world is desperate to see God’s love reflected 

by you.

Relationships Our Daily Bread 3/18/2022 /  7:15 AM 0:02:00

Unable to fit his tea in the cupholder, a pilot put it on the console and 

turbulence made it spill - making an engine shut down.  Two months later it 

happened again, on a different airline to a different pilot.  Small details can 

wreck the best plans. This is also true of relationships - it is often the little 

details that derails relationships. May God help us to ask for and grant 

forgiveness and nourish ordinary acts of thoughtfulness to those we interact 

with.

Relationships Real Family Life - Dennis Rainey 3/23/2022 /  2:05 PM 0:01:30

When was the last time you shared your faith? “I believe the last time I shared 

my faith was on an airplane trip and my seatmate and I were discussing things 

of the world, and we talked about faith and I shared a testimony.” Who do you 

know that needs to hear the gospel today? Don’t wait!

Relationships Our Daily Bread 3/31/2022 /  7:17 AM 0:01:30

Ludmilla, a 82 year old widow, has made her home "an extension of Christ's 

kingdom" by welcoming strangers and friends who are in need - with loving 

hospitality, by providing food and a place to sleep - always with a 

compassionate and prayerful spirit.  Serving others with humility is one way we 

can be representatives of the Kingdom of heaven.  We can put the needs of 

others before our own in creative  ways.  How can I extend God's kingdom 

today? 

Local Weather Maine Weather 1/4/2022 at 16:00:51 0:00:36

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: A partly 

sunny afternoon gives way to a mostly cloudy night tonight. Temperatures in 

Southern Maine falling out of the low twenties only into the upper teens, 

Central Maine and Northern Maine even less of a drop...

Local Weather Maine Weather 1/13/2022 at 18:59:15 0:00:42

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: Mostly 

cloudy; Northern Maine still a few lingering flurries. Temperatures in the 15 to 

20 range for Central and Southern Maine, low 20s for the Southern part of the 

state. Wind picks up tomorrow: we'll see temperatures near 30 Northern 

Maine, low 30s elsewhere...



Local Weather Maine Weather 1/17/2022 at 18:59:33 0:00:48

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: After 

some warmer temperatures through the day, which brought many of us into 

some rain/snow mixture, we'll all go back to snow through the night. 

Temperatures will be into the upper teens to low 20s...

Local Weather Maine Weather 1/27/2022 at 7:59:53 0:00:44

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: After a 

mighty cold start to the day, especially across Northern Maine, where 

temperatures were well under 20 below, we'll see a recovery into the teens this 

afternoon, sunshine gives way to some clouds. Northern Maine low teens, 

Central Maine gets into the mid-teens, and near 20 for Southern Maine this 

afternoon...

Local Weather Maine Weather 2/3/2022 at 7:59:15 0:00:55

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: Winter 

storm warning in effect across the state. It is mostly rain today, a little bit of 

wet snow mixing in Northern Maine this afternoon as the temperature begins 

to fall, but we're mostly above freezing. Through the night, though, the 

rain/snow line will drop across most of the state...

Local Weather Maine Weather 2/9/2022 at 16:01:01 0:00:37

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: 

Scattered clouds with sunshine for Southern and Central Maine, then 

decreasing cloudiness gives us some sun for Northern Maine, as well. Then, 

tonight just a few clouds remain...

Local Weather Maine Weather 2/15/2022 at 18:01:45 0:00:30

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: A clear 

sky tonight, as we drop back through the single numbers, falling below zero 

across Northern Maine tonight. We're mostly sunny with increasing cloudiness 

tomorrow, with a high 30 to 35.

Local Weather Maine Weather 2/23/2022 at 15:00:46 0:00:43

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: Quieter 

weather through the day, as drier air builds in. Temperatures are on the way 

down, will make it down to the 40s and 30s by later on, and then tonight will 

just keep on freefalling. We'll be down to the single numbers, with a mainly 

clear sky. Winter storm watch, though, in effect for Thursday night and Friday...

Local Weather Maine Weather 3/1/2022 at 12:02:54 0:00:47

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: As clouds 

move in, some snow showers will be setting up. Temperatures are in the upper 

20s Southern Maine, low to mid 20s for Central and Northern Maine...

Local Weather Maine Weather 3/9/2022 at 16:59:50 0:00:42

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: A mostly 

cloudy sky for tonight, a few snow showers around, though generally produce 

minor amounts. Trace amounts, in fact, for Northern Maine, if they get there at 

all...



Local Weather Maine Weather 3/15/2022 at 15:00:28 0:00:45

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: Mostly 

cloudy to partly sunny through the afternoon, and variable sky before another 

round of precipitation comes in for tonight: could be rain, could be snow. 

Where it's snow, minor stuff: an inch or less...

Local Weather Maine Weather 3/22/2022 at14:02:22 0:00:39

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: 

Increasing sunshine for most of us, still some stubborn clouds across Northern 

Maine. Temperatures ranging through the low 40s for Southern Maine, upper 

30s Central Maine, low 30s North. The wind is still strong, even through the 

evening...

Local Weather Maine Weather 3/31/2022 at 8:01:22 0:00:38

Custom recorded weather forecast from Windy Hill Weather. Excerpt: A bit of 

snow, and some mixed precipitation through the morning for Northern Maine. 

Mostly changed over to rain for the rest of the state. Areas that are still dealing 

with the mixture change over quickly through the morning...

Local You Need to Know 1/2/2022 / 6:31 PM 0:22:11

David A R White – actor in God's Not Dead films. 

A founder of PureFlix and PinnaclePictures.  Helping fight for homeschooling Co-

op freedoms. Newest film God’s Not Dead: We the People, very relevant to 

today.

Local You Need to Know 1/9/2022 /  6:32 PM 0:25:36

Bob Briggs talks about his book I Believe. It is all about Christian apologetics, 

defending what we believe as Christians with both objective and subjective 

evidence.

Local You Need to Know 1/16/2022 / 6:32 PM 0:24:09

Mike McClellan, policy director at the Christian Civic League, talks about a 

variety of topics like purging voting records, and stopping vaccine mandates 

and the Equal Rights Amendment. ERA would put abortion rights & funding into 

the constitution, and would allow biological men space in women’s shelters, 

prisons, sports, etc.

Local You Need to Know 1/23/2022 /  6:32 PM 0:24:39

Rene Edme’s testimony and how she got involved with Mission Of Hope 

International ministry in Haiti, and what the MOHI is all about. There are now 

three schools where kids get a hot meal daily, medical and dental clinics, as well 

as partnerships with other ministries.

Local You Need to Know 1/30/2022 /  6:33 PM 0:22:24

Mike McClellan: Right to Privacy bill, the summary sounds good but it would 

hamper police in prosecuting anything that had been posted on public social 

media, for example: sex-trafficking, or saying you’re going to kill someone. It 

would be considered an invasion of ‘right to privacy’.  Also talked about  Right 

To Life, how government works protecting minorities, and filibusters. 

Local You Need to Know 2/6/2022 /  6:34 PM 0:15:02

Susanne Bouchard talks about the Healing Waters Pool: a warm, saltwater pool 

project, and who it would benefit. Work on the pool started in 2007 - and 

where the project is now.



Local You Need to Know 2/13/2022 / 6:33 PM 0:19:30

Deborah Jacobs, Field director in ME for Prison Fellowship Ministry, talking 

about her work with Prison Fellowship Ministry, and how they bring the gospel 

to those who are imprisoned, and how lives are being changed.

Local You Need to Know 2/20/2022 /  6:32 PM 0:21:49

Pastor Alan Davy, talking about his book, Walking the Line.  It specifically looks 

at the commands of Jesus.  

Local You Need to Know 2/27/2022 /  6:32 PM 0:20:08

Clayton Putnam, with the Armor Bearers Men’s Conference, talking about 

equipping men in Maine with the Armor of God. May 5-7, 2022

Local You Need to Know 3/6/2022 /  6:31 PM 0:09:40

Marcus Corey talks about the Armor Bearers Men’s Conference. Looking to 

gather men to equip them with fellowship with each other, Jesus and being 

followers of Jesus. Details of how to register, and planned activities.

Local You Need to Know 3/15/2022 /  6:32 PM 0:16:53

Kenneth Hinkley talks about his book Heavenly Sunlight: someone who is facing 

death, knowing that the Lord is waiting for him. He has also written several 

other books, and chats about several of them. 

Local You Need to Know 3/22/2022 /  6:30 PM 0:25:02

Elizabeth Gaurino helps individuals & organizations to achieve excellence with 

gratitude-based behavior and belief systems. She talks about her book The 

Change Guidebook, which is intended to help you realize change can be 

positive. It’s about aligning your heart, truth and energy to find success in all 

areas of your life.  She has also written several other books. 

Local You Need to Know 3/29/2022 /  6:30 PM 0:22:44

Kara Cox and Melanie Milazzo, sharing about Project Sparrow – both are foster 

parents and Project Sparrow is a ministry that partners with foster parents, 

providing resources with things like beds, clothes, food, etc.  There are over 

2,000 kids in state custody and not enough homes to take them. There is a 

huge need for more Christian foster homes. Project Sparrow needs financial 

donations, prayers, volunteers, storage space, and events for kids to experience 

positive opportunities. 

Biblical Education Encouraging Word 1/3/2022 /  9:01 AM 0:08:00

Luke 2:21 & following: Jesus’ purification & presentation to the Lord.  Simeon’s 

blessing.  Simeon’s life had been a blessing, spent being mostly in the temple. 

When Joseph & Mary brought Jesus to the temple Simeon was moved by the 

Holy Spirit to Jesus, to bless him and to say ‘Now you can dismiss your servant 

in peace’ because he had received the prophetic fulfillment.

Biblical Education Bible Principles with Gene Getz 1/11/2022 /   10:20AM 0:02:00

The Only Way:  Psalm 76:1-12 We are to believe and teach the gospel message 

that only those who put their faith in the Lord Jesus Christ will inherit eternal 

life.



Biblical Education Encouraging Word 1/18/2022 / 9:01 AM 0:08:00

Psalm 4:3-5 God has set apart the godly for Himself. The Lord will hear when I 

call to Him. That’s a promise in the Bible: the Lord will hear us.  In your anger do 

not sin.  When you’re on your beds search your hearts and be silent. You have 

to make a decision to move the world out of your brain and your system.  Ask 

forgiveness and for God’s peace and tranquility so your sleep might be sweet. 

God can give you godly dreams. Offer right sacrifices and trust in the Lord.

Biblical Education Bible Principles with Gene Getz 1/27/2022 /  11:18 AM 0:02:00

Authentic Worship:  Psalm 93:1-5 To be able to worship God authentically, we 

must come to know our Creator personally as our majestic, all powerful, 

eternal, and holy King. 

Biblical Education Our Daily Bread 2/1/2022 /  7:17 AM 0:02:00

Reading her Bible and watching her husband fish, the couple were approached 

by a young man who suggested using different bait. Seeing she had a Bible he 

said “I’ve been in jail. Does God care about people like me?”  She read aloud 

where Jesus talked about His followers visiting those in prison. She and her 

husband hugged and prayed for him. At some point, we’ll all feel unloved, in 

need, or even be imprisoned. We’ll also have opportunities to support others 

and be part of God’s redeeming plan as we spread His truth and love.  

Biblical Education Encouraging Word 2/11/2022 / 9:01 AM 0:08:00

Psalm 16:11 & Psalm 17, Sometimes God gives glimpses of what’s coming.  We 

can stand on the Word and say “God, you said this and You’re gonna help me, 

You’re gonna guide me, and I will live my life to the fullest.”   Psalm 17:1 This is 

David’s prayer where he says “God, I need help.” That’s what he really says, 

“Give ear to my prayer… May Your eyes see what is right.” verse 5 says “My 

steps have held to Your path. My feet have not slipped.”

Biblical Education Bible Principles with Gene Getz 2/18/2022 /  11:11 AM 0:02:00

Mutual Support:  Philippians 1:27-30  When we face various challenges in life, 

we are to draw strength not only from Christ’s love and mercy, but from the 

love we have for one another.  Live life in a manner worthy of Christ, standing 

together, working side by side.

Biblical Education Bible Principles with Gene Getz 2/24/2022 /  11:17 AM 0:02:00

Philippians 3:1-9  Made Righteous by Faith: To be faithful to the gospel of Jesus 

Christ, we must never compromise the biblical teaching that we are made 

righteous by faith and faith alone. If any Christian tries to destroy the 

effectiveness of a local church, God will deal with them directly. We must work 

to maintain the spirit of unity in the church. 

Biblical Education Encouraging Word 3/2/2022 /  9:01 AM 0:08:00

Ps 19:7-11 The Law of the Lord is perfect.  It is speaking of the testimony, the 

statutes, laws, precepts and ordinances of the Lord. They are right & pure – We 

have an instruction manual that the Lord has established so our life won’t be 

destroyed. It gives light and direction to our lives.



Biblical Education Bible Principles with Gene Getz 3/8/2022 /  11:19 AM 0:02:00

Becoming Like Christ: 1 Corinthians 3:1-4  As Christ-followers we should 

become mature and follow His example in all of our relationships within the 

church. 

Biblical Education Encouraging Word 3/16/2022 /  9:01 AM 0:08:00

Ps 27  The Lord is my light and my salvation, the Lord is the stronghold of my 

life, of whom shall I be afraid? When enemies attack they will fall. I will be 

confident in the Lord. I want to dwell in the house of the Lord. …Wait for the 

Lord!  Put your trust in Him.

Biblical Education Our Daily Bread 3/22/2022 /  7:17 AM 0:02:00

Starting where people are and keeping evangelism simple can be an effective 

way to share Christ.  Philip demonstrated this when he met the treasurer of 

Ethiopia who was reading aloud from Isaiah.  Philip asked if the man 

understood what he was reading - then shared the good news about Jesus, 

when invited to explain.  The Ethiopian belived, was baptised and went joyfully 

on his way.

Biblical Education Heartbeat - Salvation Army 3/29/2022 /  8:44 PM 0:01:00

A well-designed anchor is shaped like a very heavy shovel. When it reaches the 

seabed, a ship drags the anchor as it digs deeper and deeper into the sand. 

Larger ships have multiple anchors in case they have to cut one of them loose. 

In Hebrews 6, it says 'we have this hope as an anchor for the soul'. Every 

promise God has made is an anchor.  Our hope is dug into hour heavenly father, 

firm and secure. 

Community Faith Matters in Maine 1/9/2022 / 7:38 AM 0:01:00

Because of the Lord's great love we are never consumed! Great is His 

faithfulness. As we begin a new year… whatever is in store, we can agree with 

the writer of Hebrews , "The Lord is my helper. I will not be afraid." Happy New 

Year

Community Faith Matters in Maine 1/11/2022 / 7:10 PM 0:01:00

The end of year campaign raises funds for the Christian Civic League for the 

coming year. The Lord and His people have come through! The league has the 

financial resources to positively impact our state with God's truth.

Community Faith Matters in Maine 1/19/2022 / 1:32 PM 0:01:00

Proverbs declares "The beginning of all wisdom is the fear of the Lord." Colleges 

that were founded upon God's truth have abandoned their original missions. 

They have embraced transgender ideology in their athletic programs. Thank 

God some alumni parents, feminists, and others are calling out the absurdity of 

this policy. Keep an eye on these developments

Community Faith Matters in Maine 1/26/2022 / 1:30 PM 0:01:00

We are looking for a few well informed citizens to be  part of the rapid 

responders team with the Christian Civic League. To be a part of the team, go 

to CCLMaine.org for more information.

Community Faith Matters in Maine 2/2/2022 /  4:30 PM 0:01:00

Same as previous week: We are looking for a few well informed citizens to be  

part of the rapid responders team with the Christian Civic League. To be a part 

of the team, go to CCLMaine.org for more information.



Community Faith Matters in Maine 2/11/2022 /  4:30 AM 0:01:00

Repeat: Proverbs declares "The beginning of all wisdom is the fear of the Lord." 

Colleges that were founded upon God's truth have abandoned their original 

missions. They have embraced transgender ideology in their athletic programs. 

Thank God some alumni parents, feminists, and others are calling out the 

absurdity of this policy. Keep an eye on these developments.

Community Faith Matters in Maine 2/16/2022 / 1:28 PM 0:01:00

Repeat: Proverbs declares "The beginning of all wisdom is the fear of the Lord." 

Colleges that were founded upon God's truth have abandoned their original 

missions. They have embraced transgender ideology in their athletic programs. 

Thank God some alumni parents, feminists, and others are calling out the 

absurdity of this policy. Keep an eye on these developments.

Community Faith Matters in Maine 2/23/2022 /  8:18 PM 0:01:00

The Christian Civic League’s number one issue for this legislative session is to 

stop an attempt to memorialize a woman’s right to an abortion in our state 

constitution.  The bill is LD 344, also deceptively known as ‘The Equal Rights 

Amendment’. Last week LD 344 fell short of the number of votes necessary to 

move this legislation forward. Thank you to those who asked your legislators to 

vote no on the ERA, or showed up as advocates in the halls of the capitol on the 

day of the vote. 

Community Faith Matters in Maine 3/2/2022 /  4:04 AM 0:01:00

The Christian Civic League and the Life Coalition are celebrating another defeat 

of the so-called ‘Equal Rights Amendment’ here in Maine. As we've advocated 

against this deceptively labeled legislation, which would potentially 

memorialize abortion rights and redefine sex and gender in our Constitution, 

we have been confident the bill would be stopped in the House of 

Representatives.  Last week the Senate Republicans stood up against this bill 

and sent it to its death throes.  A couple of procedural votes remain. Thanks to 

all who contacted your legislators. 

Community Faith Matters in Maine 3/8/2022 /  2:10 PM 0:01:00

Part of the Church Ambassador Network is creating opportunities for pastors to 

invest in the lives of our leaders through prayer and scriptural encouragement, 

with visits to the capitol.  We believe government cannot function as God 

intended unless both ordained ministers, and the government are in 

relationship.  We are experiencing very positive and productive meetings in 

Augusta. For more  information go to CCLMaine.org & click on the CAN tab.



Community Faith Matters in Maine 3/16/2022 /  6:29 PM 0:01:00

REPEAT: Part of the Church Ambassador Network is creating opportunities for 

pastors to invest in the lives of our leaders through prayer and scriptural 

encouragement, with visits to the capitol.  We believe government cannot 

function as God intended unless both ordained ministers, and the government 

are in relationship.  We are experiencing very positive and productive meetings 

in Augusta. For more  information go to CCLMaine.org & click on the CAN tab.

Community Faith Matters in Maine 3/22/2022 /  4:04 AM 0:01:00

There are several bills attempting to expand gambling in Maine. The Christian 

Civic League is against gambling because it’s a destructive, multi-billion dollar 

industry that leaves a wake of bankruptcies, divorces and suicides wherever it 

does business.  The state is playing its own citizens for suckers, so we can repair 

our roads, build our schools and fix our bridges. Don’t be confused with these 

attempts to wrap in patriotism, racial equity or claims of prosperity.  Go to 

CCLMaine.org and fill out a form to send an email to your legislator.

Community Faith Matters in Maine 3/29/2022 /  12:35 PM 0:01:00

REPEAT: There are several bills attempting to expand gambling in Maine. The 

Christian Civic League is against gambling because it’s a destructive, multi-

billion dollar industry that leaves a wake of bankruptcies, divorces and suicides 

wherever it does business.  The state is playing its own citizens for suckers, so 

we can repair our roads, build our schools and fix our bridges. Don’t be 

confused with these attempts to wrap in patriotism, racial equity or claims of 

prosperity.  Go to CCLMaine.org and fill out a form to send an email to your 

legislator.


